Praise for Extending MFC Applications
with the .NET Framework

“Using Microsoft .NET in a new application is easy. Taking advantage of .NET in existing MFC applications is the real challenge! Tom Archer’s book provides the information developers need to begin profiting from .NET today without a costly up-front rewrite of existing software.”

—Mark Burhop
Systems Architect
Integraph Corporation

“To anyone using MFC who hasn’t decided whether or not to jump onto the .NET bandwagon—do it! This book clearly illustrates the major productivity advantages and cost benefits when combining the .NET classes with existing MFC applications.”

—Brian Delahunty
CodeProject.com

“To anyone looking to augment their existing MFC code base and knowledge with the powerful .NET classes—providing such capabilities as disconnected data, in-memory database (IMDB), regular expressions, and data encryption—Tom Archer’s book has it all.”

—Erik Westermann
Lead Architect
Eidenai Innovations